
 Fig. I Title page of Wunderlich, Historia naturalis cactuum (1930)

 Cactus humour
 Roy M ott ram

 A brief, illustrated history of cactus humour. With apologies to Gordon Rowley whose
 capacity for humour is always beyond the normal range of human absurdity.
 Photography by the author.

 It few is impossible pages, so I to will do attempt this subject only full to give justice a brief in a mere out- few pages, so I will attempt only to give a brief out-
 line and a few of the more outstanding examples
 drawn from the humour section of my library

 Quirky quotes I :

 "Look at this Echinocactus myriostigma. Did you ever
 see anywhere else such an Echinocactus myriostigma?
 So I will tell you, on condition that you will not tell any-
 one else, it must not be watered but sprinkled. That's
 what it wants.

 What! cries another cactus-man. Who ever heard that

 Echinocactus myriostigma could be sprinkled? Do you
 want its crown to catch cold? My dear sir, if you don't
 want your Echinocactus to die straight away of putre-
 faction you must damp it only by putting it once a
 week, with the pot, in soft water, warmed to 23.789°
 Celsius. Then it will grow like a turnip.

 God Almighty! shouts the third cactus-man, look at
 that murderer! If you damp the pot, sir, it will be cov-
 ered with Protococcus, the soil will get somť, and you
 will be done for, besides your Echinocactus
 myriostigma will rot at the root. If you don't want your
 soil to turn sour, you must water it every second day
 with sterilised water, and in such a way that 0. 1 I I I I I
 gram, exactly half a degree warmer than the air,
 comes on a cubic centimetre.

 Then the cactus maniacs begin to shout all together,
 and attack one another."

 From Karel Čapek, On the cultivators of cacti. The
 gardener's year (1929). English translation by M & R
 Weatherall, 1931.

 Since the activity of cactus collecting caught on earlier
 in continental Europe, it is from there that most of the
 earliest humour about cacti arose, of which the above

 quotation by a Czech author is a good example.
 Indeed it was around the same time that the very first
 book devoted to cactus humour was published, pri-
 vately in 1930, by its author Rainer Wunderlich of
 Leipzig (Fig. 1), under the alias of "Jussieu minor".

 This name alludes to the great French botanist, Antoine
 Laurent de Jussieu (1748-1836), who has often been
 credited with giving the first description of the cactus
 family in 1789.

 This writer and publisher issued many humorous
 books under many unrelated topics, but a common
 theme was the use of a pseudoclassical style in
 German, interspersed with some Latin and Greek, and
 an extremely irreverant and bawdy text. The compan-
 ion volume to his Historia naturalis cactuum (Natural
 history of cacti) was Historia naturalis vaporum ex
 humano corpore effluentium (Natural history of the
 vapours emanating from the human body), which sort
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 Fig. 2 Reg Manning and his book

 of sets the tone of what to expect. Indeed, this work
 has often been credited with being not only the first
 humorous work on cacti but also the first pornographic
 work on cacti. Unsurprisingly its popularity was some-
 what limited.

 Reg Manning s book, What kinda cactus izzat ?, was a
 refreshingly much lighter work, first published in
 1941, and became so popular that it went through six
 print runs by 1949, as a companion volume to his even
 more successful Cartoon guide to Arizona (later replaced
 by What is Arizona really like?). In 1953, he published
 the seventh edition from his own publishing house,
 Reganson Cartoon Books. Reg was himself a nation-
 ally known figure. As a professional cartoonist, his
 work appeared in newspapers throughout America and
 won him a Pulitzer prize. Arriving in Phoenix,
 Arizona, as a boy of 14 in 1919, he joined the staff

 of the Arizona Republic , in which his cartoons

 were featured regularly for more than fifty
 years.

 Saguaros are such iconic cacti that it is hardly
 surprising that they have generated a huge
 literature of their own. A few have been

 humorous, as exemplified by Louis
 Mucciolos book, Can you hear the saguaros talk-

 ing? (1984), which comprises a photo on each
 page of an odd-shaped plant resembling peo-
 ple waving their arms about. There is a
 humorous caption below each picture, and
 a space with an invitation to add your own
 caption.

 The German publishing house of Tomus,
 Munich, has printed a large series of cartoon
 books on a vast array of subjects, one of
 which is on cacti, arranged as a dictionary of
 terms and their definitions by Helmut
 Antesberger, and illustrated with some very
 funny cartoons by Peter Butschkow (Fig. 3).
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 Fig. 3 Antesberger & Butschkow, Kakteen (1992). Translation of title text:
 "Growing cacti is the art of handling spiny exotics in such a loving and expert way
 that they will flower and prosper even in the strangest surroundings. A light-
 hearted dictionary for all cacti enthusiasts, from layman to full professional, for
 experienced or new collectors whether they enjoy spines a little or a lot."

 Fig. 4 Desperate Dan lives at Cactusville, and is seen here tending to
 his garden. ©DC Thomson & Co Ltd

 Othmar Appenzeller, the publisher of many works on
 cacti including the Cactologica bibliotbeca classica series
 begun by Georg Medricky, and leading light of the
 German Mammillaria Society, compiled and published
 a very amusing set of cartoons in 1992, many with no
 cactus connection in the cartoon but with a caption
 that linked them to the plants and their aficiona-
 dos, like the characters crowded on board a flimsy
 raft in violent seas, captioned as being a group of
 mammillaria enthusiasts on their way to Cedros
 Island.

 Comics

 There are many comic characters, especially those
 associated with the wild west, that encounter cacti

 in their travels, but easily the best known of these
 is Desperate Dan (Fig. 4). Dan is an ageless rustic
 cowboy, endowed with superhuman strength and
 invulnerability, and lives at Cactusville (yes - with
 his mate Gordon Rowley). He has three arch ene-
 mies: the Beanotown Gang, Dangerous Dan
 McGrew and Cactusman. We show him here in

 his garden at Cactusville (Fig. 4) and chasing after
 Cactusman (rear cover).

 Dan first appeared in the Dandy comic in
 1937, and proved to be very useful as a
 propaganda vehicle during the war,
 when he was portrayed punching Hitler
 out of Britain. He still continues his

 superhero exploits today.

 Caricature

 The master of portraying succulent
 world celebrities in caricature is Gerhard

 Marx. For Christmas 1989, Charlie
 Glass and Bob Foster, editors of the
 American journal, received an unexpect-
 ed gift from Gerhard in the form of a
 stunningly beautiful representation of
 themselves in a humorous pose (Fig. 5).
 So taken were they by this masterpiece
 that they published it as the cover of the
 Nov-Dec issue of the American journal
 in 1990.

 Since then, a number of other leading
 personalities have been depicted in the
 same way. Indeed, it is now considered
 to be the ultimate accolade to have your
 caricature shown on the cover of the

 American journal, almost as great as
 having a 'Spitting Image' puppet or

 appearing on the cover of Time magazine for a suc-
 culentophile. The favoured few who have so far been
 honoured are Werner Rauh, George Lindsay, Reid
 Moran and John Lavranos, while Gideon Smith
 appeared in SABONET News for April 1999.
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 Fig. 5 The caricature of Charlie Glass and Bob Foster by Gerhard Marx (1989).
 Reproduced here with the kind permission of the artist

 Postcards

 Postcards represent an ideal medium for the publishing
 of humorous situations, and cacti have not been
 neglected. The best have all come from continental
 Europe, and a random selection are shown here in
 Figs. 6-9.

 The recurring theme of associating hedgehogs with
 cacti, as seen in Fig. 10, is wholly appropriate, given
 that the Greek word echinos , meaning a sea-urchin or
 hedgehog, is a familiar root of many cactus names
 such as Echinocactus , Echinocereus, Coryphantha echinus ,

 and so on. Another amusing example of the hedgehog
 theme is shown in Fig. 1 1 , adapted here from
 Appenzeller (1992: 57).

 2 1 0 CactusWorld Vol. 26 (4)

 Rowleyisms
 No article of this nature would

 be complete without mention
 of BCSS former President,
 Gordon Rowley, who has
 always been an irrepressible
 humorist, which pervades
 almost all of his prodigious
 output, save the most serious of
 his botanical articles. His work
 on the visual arts had its zenith

 in the early 1970s, when he
 created an entertaining animat-
 ed film show, called 'Cactus
 Polonaise', in which the
 inmates of his greenhouse
 bizarrely cavorted around,
 seemingly dancing to the
 musical accompaniment. It was
 shown, together with an
 opening sequence with the
 monolithic letters 'IOS'
 emblazened across the screen

 and revolving towards the spec-
 tators in the manner of a

 - Hollywood epic, as an opening
 feature to welcome delegates to
 the 1973 IOS Congress.

 Most of Gordon's humour has

 its greatest expression in the
 clever use of language. His
 personal letters, free of any
 restraints of formality (unless
 he is actually telling you off)
 are filled with rhymes, puns,
 similes, alliteration, anagrams,

 and every other conceivable device to amuse and
 delight, usually accompanied by a separate sheet of
 mirthful quotations that he has collected together over
 the years, or a cartoon or newspaper misprint, and
 signed with one of his very numerous pseudonyms,
 such as Errol Goodwyn or Prof Yelwor Nodrog. If
 you are among his most favoured correspondents, then
 a suitable anagram, Latin translation, or equivalent of
 your own name will have also been converted into a
 pseudonym.

 Few, however, but the now ancient, will remember the

 Christmas 'Cactomime' composed and enacted by
 Gordon and a few high ranking Society officials back
 in 1961.
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 Fig. 6 Dutch postcard (1913)

 Quirky quotes 2: A few randomly selected
 Rowleyisms:

 "If you can stay calm, while all around you is chaos,
 then you probably haven't completely understood the
 seriousness of the situation."

 "Gardening hint: when weeding, the best way to make
 sure that you are removing a weed and not a valuable
 plant is to pull on it. If it comes out of the ground
 easily, it is a valuable plant."

 "What's apathy?" "I don't know and I don't care."

 "Police begin campaign to run down jaywalkers"
 (Australian Newspaper headline)

 "And now, as Botanist of Fame,

 Allow me please, to change your name,
 And sealing thus the bond between us-
 A transfer to another genus!" (Rowley repotting....
 A cactomime in three (C)Acts)

 Bookplates
 Much skill can go into the design of a bookplate, and

 quite often also, if the owner of the library happens to

 have a sense of humour, then it may be reflected in

 their choice of bookplate.

 Before he settled upon a more formal, printed and
 gummed version, Gordon Rowley used to use a rubber
 stamp (Fig. 12) that caricatured himself, which may
 sometimes be found, if you are lucky, on some of the
 many spare separates issued by Gordon from his world-
 famous library.

 Stage props
 Cacti have frequently been used as stage props, but
 none has more claim to fame than the polystyrene, ten
 feet tall effigy of a saguaro, with centre stem and two
 opposing arms, that was featured as a prop in the
 Monty Python sketch 4 Scott of the Sahard , a sequel to

 the earlier 'Scott of the Antarctic .

 In the sketch, from Episode 23 broadcast on 1 Dec
 1970, a certain Miss Evans, played by Carol Cleveland,
 is being pursued, screaming, by a dangerous, man-
 eating roll-top writing desk, gnashing its drawers. As
 Miss Evans runs, her clothing is torn off on each of
 the three branches of the cactus, including her bra.
 When almost naked, she runs out of shot to reveal a

 cunningly concealed announcer, who utters the
 immortal phrase: "And now for something completely
 different".
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 Fig. 8 German postcard (1931). Another birthday card in the
 form of a postcard. The interwar years were a rich source of
 cactus theme postcards with a humorous angle. Translation of
 text: "I'd like to give you a cactus for your celebrations. Please
 don't sit on it, sit beside it! (Ch. Roellinghoff). My congratulations
 on your birthday/' The handwritten note says: "Let flowers do
 the talking."

 Fig. 9 (below) Dutch postcard (1940). From the same publisher
 as Fig. 6

 The subsequent fate of the fake plant is almost as
 strange. It was unceremoniously thrown in a skip, but
 was spotted and rescued by costume hire boss Lionel
 Digby, and is today believed to be the longest-
 surviving Python prop in existence.

 Last year Lionel finally decided to part with his cactus,
 and it was offered at Bonhams Film and Rock-and-

 Roll Memorabilia sale, London, on 20 Jun 2007, to
 raise funds for a new unit at Torbay Hospital, Devon,
 but it failed to reach its reserve price of £500.
 Currently it is still with Bonhams who plan to offer it
 again at a later sale. "We won't give up," a Bonhams
 spokesman is reported to have said, "Maybe if we
 could sell it with Carol Cleveland attached, it might go
 for more."

 Michael Palin said that this cactus was Carols

 "undoing", but it nevertheless launched her
 Pythonesque career, because she subsequently went on
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 Fig. 10 East German postcard (1991) of an amorous hedgehog.
 Actually this is just one of many images taken from a cactus
 calendar of the same period, but some of the images were very
 naughty indeed

 Fig. 1 1 More hedgehog humour. Adapted from Appenzeller
 (1992)

 Fig. 1 2 An early form of
 book rubber stamp
 used by Gordon Rowley

 to appear in two-
 thirds of the Python
 episodes in various
 risqué roles as an
 "object of desire" or
 "blonde bombshell".

 John Cleese has
 been quoted as
 saying: "I am very
 excited to think that
 the cactus that

 ripped off Carol
 Cleveland's bra is

 now available for

 purchase. This is
 truly a collector's
 item, and I am sure
 you'll be able to
 persuade Carol to
 sign it."

 ACKNOWLEDGMENTS:

 Thanks are due to D C Thomson & Co Ltd for allowing the use of their
 Desperate Dan images, to Gerhard Marx for allowing his Glass & Foster
 image to be reproduced, to Othmar Appenzeller for the cartoon in
 Fig. 1 1, and to Gary Clarke for drawing my attention to a report on the
 Python cactus sale.

 Quirky quotes 3:

 "The book says, 'spines an inch or less long/ and these
 spines are an inch and a sixteenth long. Can't be the
 same species!"

 From George Kalmbacher, Correct name for the
 opuntia of the eastern US, Cactus and Succulent Journal
 (US) 48: 28. 1976.
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